
Secession and International Law
The growth of UN membership
from its original 51 member states
in 1945, to 149 in 1984 was due to
decolonisation. The increase in this
figure from 151 in 1990 to 191 at
present is essentially due to secession.
But these developments did not alter
the position of the UN. Whenever the
international body recognized a new
state born out of the womb of an old
one, it was on ground other than
secession. For instance
Czechoslovakia split into the Czech
Republic and Slovakia in 1993, but
this was seen as the outcome of the
dissolution of the former state. The
same principle was applied in the
case of the Soviet Union which
liquefied into fifteen new states.
Slovenia and Croatia declared
unilateral independence from
Yugoslavia in June and October
1991, but the Arbitration
Commission of the Peace Conference
for Yugoslavia (known as the
Badinter Commission), held that

since the federation of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was in
the process of dissolution, the
breakaway of territories was not a case
of secession. ‘The existence or
disappearance of the State is a question
of fact’, and no principle of
international law, was involved, held
the Commission. The U.N supervised
the referendum which enabled Eritrea
to secede from Ethiopia in 1993 after a
protracted armed war, but this was on
the ground that Eritrea possessed an
international status, because the
international organisation had placed
it conditionally under the sovereignty
of Ethiopia, and these conditions had
been violated.

Outside these cases, the U.N has
refused to accord legitimacy to
secessionist movements which have
developed in new countries such as
Georgia, Moldova and Azerbaijan,
and Chechnya in Russia. Kosovo
broke away de facto from Serbia, but it
has not been recognised by the
international community in toto even

though it had been under international
administration for eight years now. It
is universally feared that formal
recognition of Kosovo will encourage
other separatist movements-Abkhazia
and South Ossetia in Georgia,
Transnistria in Moldova, the
Karabach mountains which are the
cause of dispute between Armenia and
Azerbaijan, as well as encourage the
Hungarian minority in Slovakia to
declare independence. Whereas in
1991, the Somali National Movement
declared North Somalia independent
and pronounced it the Independent
Republic of Somaliland, Northern
Somalia has not been recognised by
any country, even though Northern
Somalia has governed itself since
unilateral independence. 

Theorists have been traditionally
concerned with how justice could be
realised within a political community
and between political communities;
the territorial borders of that
community have been taken for
granted. Now they are forced to

consider whether perchance the
territorial borders of a political
community are divisible?
Correspondingly is secession a right?
What kind of a right is secession: an
absolute one or a conditional one?
Who is the bearer of this right? By
virtue of what? Does this right impose
an obligation on the relevant agents,
which are in a position to affect the
realisation of the right? What are the
other considerations against which
this right can be weighed? 

It is precisely because secession is an
ambiguous and a disquieting concept,
that it cannot be examined in isolation
from concrete cases. Let us look at the
ambiguities of secession in the specific
context of South Asia. South Asia is a
region that is wracked by numerous
problems: immense social deprivation
and deep inequities on the one hand,
and fragile democratic traditions and a
tendency to authoritarianism on the
other. The problem is compounded by
tension between neighbouring states,
and communal and linguistic tensions
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It is time we consign to the dustbin of history the concept of a homogenous and unitary nation
state. The nation state has in effect proved one of history’s most serious mistakes,
particularly in the plural societies of South Asia. Prof. Neera Chandoke

Represented are the performance arts of the temple
musicians and priests of rural Kerala, singer-storytellers in
the state of Punjab, musicianfarmers of the villages of the
Sora groups (who are among the Adivasi of Orissa and
Andhra Pradesh), members of fishing and farming
communities on the river island of Majuli in Assam, and
communities in the mountains of Arunachal Pradesh on
the border with China.

Utsavam: Music from India exhibition
Horniman Museum, south London

At right, some of the traditional
musical instruments of India
featured at the exhibition with
the potential to offer a delightful
musical experience.

within states, all of which has
resulted in polarised and intolerant
civil societies, and repressive political
communities. Above all, armed
struggle waged by groups in pursuit
of a state of their own overshadows
prospects of reconciliation. 

Tolerance of plurality
In both India and Sri Lanka the main
issues at stake, of justice, of
democracy, and of rights, have been
submerged in a mass of hysterical
nationalism, and dismissal of these
movements as insurgencies and as
terrorism. No doubt there is a strong
element of terrorism attached to these
movements, but this dimension; most
people forget, is a later development.
The involvement of neighbouring
countries in internal wars has
encouraged interpretations that the
issue at hand is a bilateral one. And
the current hold of vocabularies
generated in and by the ‘war on

Continued on pg. 15
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The
surveillance
society
Are we heading for a surveillance
society? A decade ago and in the
early years of this decade privacy was
not of much concern to many people.
However after 7/7 and the security
threat posed by terrorism and serious
crime in general,  paranoia set in that
called for extensive state privacy
intrusion – a step that came to be
regarded as both legitimate and
morally feasible.

However, over the past decade the
signs are not wanting that the limits
of lawful and balanced surveillance
have been breached in several
instances not the least where Tooting
MP Sadiq Khan had had confidential
conversations with one of his
incarcerated constituents, bugged.
Broadly drafted laws with little
expert scrutiny it would appear are
among the factors that have led to
erratic steps and led to this distasteful
situation. The truth of the matter is
that our Data Protection Act 1998
which governs the handling of
information is simply unable to cope
with the sheer volume and expanse of
informational databases. To
compound the problem, we learn of
moves to ‘profile’ data. This means
the automated matching in bulk of
otherwise harmless information to
highlight anomalies that may tend to
throw up some questionable
behaviour- the result of an increase in
the scale of profiling. Undoubtedly
there is so much information  coming
under ‘surveillance’, that automated
analysis of this data becomes
necessary.

While there is no doubt these
could well be used for perfectly
legitimate and rewarding purposes
such as redressing social iniquities,
there is evidence that these
techniques are increasingly being
recommended for crime detection
and prevention purposes. The danger
is that in the absence of human
intervention or intelligence analysis
we could be at the mercy of software
that initiates criminal detection and
the use of surveillance powers, with
unwholesome consequences in
several instances. A serious review of
the current scheme is clearly and
urgently overdue.
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Editorially
Speaking

Fahmida Mirza takes her seat as
Pakistan's first woman Speaker

Tejinder Sharma honoured

A former doctor made
history in Pakistan on 19
March by becoming the first
woman to be elected
Speaker in the National
Assembly of Pakistan. 

With her head covered by
a long purple scarf, Fahmida
Mirza took her seat to
thunderous applause,
having won 249 votes in the
342-seat Lower House of
parliament. 

Elected three times to
parliament, she is one of the
few women to have been
voted in on a general seat
rather than one reserved for
women. Twenty per cent of
the seats in the National
Assembly are kept for
women and allocated
proportionally to the seats
won by the parties. 

Well known Hindi writer
Tejinder Sharma whose
collection of short stories,
translated into Urdu, 
Eenton ka Jungle, was
honoured with Dr.
Harivansh Rai Bachhan
Lekhan Samman., at a
ceremony at the Indian
High Commission, London.
Tejinder writes with ease in
English as well as in Hindi.
Last year his biography of a
banker – Black & White was
launched at Grims Dyke
Hotel in Harrow. Tejinder
Sharma is also General
Secretary, Katha UK and
Forum for Indian Languages
and Literature.

Pictured here from left to right are: Mrs. Naina Sharma, Mr. Tejinder Sharma, Mr. Rajat Bagchi ( Minister. Co-ordination, Indian High
Commission, London)), Dr. Nikhil Kaushik and Mr. Rakesh Dubey (Hindi & Culture Officer, High Commission of India)
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There was a time when race relations
in Britain could be symbolised by the
very simple reference to there being
"no black in the union jack". White
people had the power, control,
resources and the empire; black
people were perceived as exotic
immigrants doing the low-grade jobs
and disfiguring the landscape as well
as the labour and housing markets.
But no longer can a simple analysis be
made of the state of race relations, as
Britain's changed demography
reflects new generations of multi-
ethnic origins and heritage.

Over the decades different
groups of people have had to assert
themselves to get their grievances
heard, sometimes engaging in
uprisings. The last significant
disturbances occurred in the
northern English towns of Bradford,
Burnley and Oldham in 2001. They
highlighted resentment, hatred and
ignorance, and the gulf between poor
white and deprived Muslim
communities. 

The 2001 uprisings moreover
forced a redefinition of the race
equality project, and faith, belief and
religious identity are now regarded as
issues warranting explicit
consideration in all equality debates. 
However, there is now a whole new
ball game: the terrorist atrocities of
July 7 have created enormous
uncertainties and deep fears across all
communities and suspicions abound,
despite the best efforts of the police
and community and political leaders
for calm and cooperation.

To rely upon outlawing
incitement to religious hatred would
be way off the mark. Surely that was

just a convenient governmental
gambit for separating "good" from
"bad" Muslims, an ill-thought-out bit
of diversity management judged to be
a price worth paying in order to isolate
the hotheads and agitators. 
While we must no doubt recognize
that this is a different political game
from the one played during the 1970s,
the debate over the recent terrorist
bombings, however, has underlined
many continuities with that period. It
seems as though every asylum seeker is
now a potential mass murderer. The
old logic of expulsion/repatriation
remains intact, and one of the
bombers was even identified as a
former mugger. . 

The media-generated fears of
"invading" asylum seekers, gypsies
desecrating the countryside, Muslims
flexing their political muscle and
international terrorists breaching our
national defences make it even harder
to achieve the much desired inclusive
British identity. To compound the
problem further, bigotry, ignorance
and misinformation seem to
characterize race debates in Britain.
While it is easy to lament the malady,
correcting the imbalances is a much
more daunting task.

Two main actions are necessary to
counter the anomaly. The first is for
political, corporate and community-
based leaders to challenge all forms of
misinformation and sensational media
reports that demonise particular
groups of people. This is more difficult
to achieve in the present climate of real
fear as well as paranoia. The second
concerns what should be happening in
our places of learning. Parents are
educating and influencing their

children with their perceptions,
attitudes and limited knowledge, so
there is a huge gap to be filled by our
nurseries, schools, colleges and
universities.  It might help if we
appreciate that the problems that
derive from unacknowledged colonial
crimes and unresolved imperial
histories are not Britain's alone:
similarly divisive issues exist in other
post-imperial nations, from France to
Japan. 

At the same time, it need not be
underscored that the national
solidarity we aspire to can only be
built upon trust and an
acknowledgement of the damage done
by racism. Racism is a key source of
the double standards in international
affairs that feed local disenchantment
and hopelessness. It leaves large
chunks of underprivileged population
groups socially deprived and
marginalised.

The disturbances of 2001 revealed
the lack of intermixture,
interdependence and intercultural
relations between groups inhabiting
the same spaces in their local
neighbourhoods. 
The malady is obviously deep-rooted
and deeply entrenched in our society
and a social value system that breeds
inequality and perpetuates
deprivation. Later explorations
showed that young white people and
young Muslims in areas of
disturbances were crying out for better
teaching, more learning and the
opportunities to mix with people
different from them. 

My wife is a school teacher. I am
told that there is a large
comprehensive school in the East End

of London that has pupils from every
conceivable impoverished
background. Good communications
between staff, pupils, parents and
local communities as well as
information-sharing and intercultural
mixing combined with effective
leadership give them self-esteem and
confidence, and facilitate their respect
for others. It works. 

We need to see this replicated
elsewhere and to rid ourselves of the
notions that people must compromise,
conform and comply in order to gain
acceptance. We should not allow the
terrorism crisis, with its evil ideology
and global influences, to blow off
course the progress we have made.
There is much to our credit by way of
achievement. We need to take it
further instead of beginning from
scratch by undoing what we have
achieved.

The rapid demographic changes
impacting upon our society need to be
recognised and accorded political
significance. Let us agree that we need
a map of Britain's new political and
cultural geography. 

If I am groping for anything it is to
hang on to those fundamental things
that work for disadvantaged
communities, including demonised
communities, while we await the
emergence of the political leadership
with the necessary mettle to challenge
the status quo. I am encouraged
enormously by the community and
political leadership in the present
circumstances. Out of such adversity
often emerges real benefit, and that
would be a special legacy in memory
of all those who have been the victims
of evil and hate. 

The British history, which the
present generation helped reshape,
now offers valuable lessons about
how to get along in a multicultural
polity. The shrine at King's Cross and
the crowd at Stockwell station
conveyed this vividly. 

What healthier, secular
alternatives can we offer them?
Fundamentalism's over-simple
solutions harness the disenchantment
that grows with marginalisation and
hopelessness. There must be more to
British citizenship than bullying
asylum seekers to get their grammar
right and swot up on their kings and
queens. 

Education is fundamental.
Another key is cultivating a political
outlook that does not counterpose
solidarity and diversity so that more
of one means less of the other. We
need both in equal shares. That, for
me, was one positive aspect of
London's response to the outrages of
7/7. Let us stand together to re-shape
a new destiny. Let us feel proud of a
new identity that we have carved out
for ourselves as citizens of this
country.

I invite you to the Universal
Kinship that we as Indians stand
committed to in the comity of
nations. We call this Planet Earth our
one united Family. Let the United
Kingdom rise up to the challenges of
achieving this United Kinship, our
‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ as we say
in Sanskrit. We have to move with the
times.

Gautam Banerji is Executive
Member, Legal and Social
Protection, Hindu Council, UK
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Life in Durban must be a quaint
experience for Harsh Shringla,
Durban’s new Indian Consul General
who has recently arrived from the
high life of a United Nations posting
in New York.  The unique
combination of Sir Benjamin
Durban’s find, in colonial African
setting still lingers on despite the
massive transformation of the new
SA. In a richly cultural tossed salad of
Zulu, Indian and English traditions
Durban is a great location for the
consular corps of any country.
Although Shringla is wise in saying
that his mission is not only to serve
Indians but people who fall into the
jurisdiction of his consul, his presence
here will no doubt kindle nostalgia
from the local Indians for the mother
country He recently observed that the
local Indian community was
“calcified and its people were wedded
to a culture no longer relevant in
India”.

Though few South Africans of
Indian origin realize it, the doors are
now being open for a fresh
introspective look at themselves: Who
are they? How have they coped? How
have they changed and what is still
unique in their constructed cultural
frame of reality that distinguishes
them from Indians in the Diaspora?

Indian South Africans constitute a
regionally significant middle group.
Juxtaposition between whites and
blacks, Indians have in the past been
socially and politically singled out as a
marginal group with little historical
claim to indigenous rights. Recently
with the emergence of the 5th
generation, exclusively born in SA
with little or no ties with India, claims
that they have indigenous status as
South Africans are being
acknowledged by the new
government’s Constitution.

In Natal where 78% of the Indian
community reside, totalling at present
1 007 300 and comprising 3% of the
country’s population of
approximately 40 million, their
numbers exceed that of whites.
Indians are the most urbanised of
South Africans with a relatively intact
family structure. Contemporary
Indians today are not a homogeneous
group. They range in profession and
privilege from street sweepers, waiters
and   market gardeners to
accountants, doctors and ministers in
government yet the perception is that
they are all wealthy and belong to the
business class. The reality is that in
comparison to the other Indians in the
Diaspora especially the NRIs in the
UK and the USA, their financial status
is unimpressive. 

Indians in the Diaspora essentially

left the mother country in search of
greener pastures either as immigrants
or temporary sojourners. They ranged
in status from indentured labourers to
professionals, merchants and traders.
By and large wherever they settled in
the world they seemed to have fared
well, contributing significantly, in
relation to their numbers to the GDP of
their host country or the country of
their adoption. In SA, both indentured
and trader alike contributed to the
welfare and economic growth of Natal
in terms of labour, goodwill and
economic expertise for the general
good of the entire South African
community.

In terms of their cultural
assimilation in the land of their
adoption they have made some
interesting modifications in the
creation of a vibrant hybrid culture
that is both unique and uniform. The
people of the Diaspora share things in
common with each other and yet there
are differences that characterize their
uniqueness. Fijians, Mauritians   and
South Africans have much in common

as they provided the source of
indentured labour to the sugar cane
industry and many still after 4or 5
generations remain trapped below the
poverty datum line. Today, 140 years
later it is significant that Ashwin Desai
in his book “The Poors of
Chatsworth” highlights the sad plight
of the children of indenture where
‘class and race, the old chestnuts’ still
loom large. Their stories of their
hardship strangely appear to be worse
than that of  their original reasons for
having left their country of birth. The
question arises “was it worth leaving
India for a struggle in Africa?”

In a recently published journal
article on the dynamics of oppression,
Professor Josephine Naidoo and I
posed this as a research question to
100 families and the answer was an
unequivocal “Yes”. 

South Africa is our home. We are
South African first and Indians after.
When asked “What does it mean to be
a South African Indian?” the responses
spanned a post modernist impression
of dual continents - the smells and

tastes, sights and sounds of these
worlds merge into a kaleidoscopic
fusion of one’s cultural identity. For
South African Indians, India remains
as a place of cultural renewal, probing
roots and going on holidays or
pilgrimage. There is a great Sai Baba
movement in SA today. Indian films,
music and film actors are great draw
cards of the youth. Saris, dress, pots
and pans and objects d’art are highly
sought after. There is no interest in
Indian politics or history however.
Identity and allegiance is proudly
linked to South Africa. There appears
to be a very clear definition of a South
African Indian. According to Meer this
constructed identity has “imbued
Indian South Africans with a sense of
pride in their ancient culture so that far
from developing feelings of inferiority
they cultivated their own brand of
ethnocentrism.”

While the older generations may
still nurture cultural links with India a
new breed of 4th generation youth
born exclusively in the republic of SA
have no ties with India other than

adopting a popular a la Radio Lotus
culture through song and dance.

It is the innovative food style in the
creation of the “bunny chow” and
curried samp and beans that no
Indian national can recognise. It is the
special sense of humour in the Reich
cabaret of local artists. It is the special
lingo that only “charows”
understand. It is the music like the
bangra that is played at popular
Indian nightclubs. Collectively it is
the portrait painted with 140years of
brush strokes on the canvas of an
African nation. As colourful specks
they are here to stay. Harsh Shingla
will no doubt discover that South
African Indians are more African
than Indian in the months and years
to follow and that the calcification
that he talks about is really a
construction of a new and emergent
Afro Indian culture unique to 
South Africa.

Dr.Devi Rajab, a leading South African
journalist, can be reached at: 
rajab@ cybertek.co.za

The Devi Rajab column

Indian South Africans, imbued with a sense of pride in their
ancient culture, South African first, Indian after have cultivated
their own brand of ethnocentrism.

It is the music like the bangra that is played at popular Indian nightclubs.
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I confess, in the least uncharitable
terms, that I was never fond of Benazir
Bhutto. In fact, I was inimical to her
politics. In death, however, she has
redeemed herself. In the imagination of
the masses she has acquired a mystical
significance that is destined to be a
never-ending source of inspiration in
their struggles ahead.

Most authentic martyrs in history
were reluctant to die. All of them were,
however, prepared to accept death.
Benazir went further. Her detractors
have accused her of being foolhardy.
That is not true. She only embraced
what she had in the last days of her life
come to perceive to be her destiny. Hers
was an act of courage steeled in
deliberation and schooled in the
imagination. It matters who killed her,
but what matters more is that she knew
she would be gunned down. Had she
escaped death that day, the suicide
bombers would have done her in
sooner than later. Yet, she decided to
take the risk. Again, it matters whether
she died of the gun wound or was later
levered down into death. But what
matters more is that she was there,
facing a possible killer. She did not
flinch.

It is this image of her last moments
that has sunk into the consciousness of
the people. Her middle class followers
may insist that she died in the cause of
democracy. She did. But the millions of
her admirers come from the classes
below the middle sections of our
society – the peasants spread across our
villages, hills and plains, the working
people, the lower sections of the lower
middle classes, and of course the
majority of the women of our country.
They perceive her to be a princess who
came with the mystical water to
sprinkle on the dormant masses to
quicken them into life and then went to
sleep again. She may already be in the
process of becoming Shaheed Bibi, who
many people, especially in Sindh,
where the mythopoeic Sufi tradition is
strong, may invoke for fertility. It is an
image carved by the masses that are not
differentiated in terms of class. They
are what may come in time to
constitute into a populist party or
parties, not a class party.

This brings us to the question of
Benazir’s succession. The queen is dead
and the king is yet to be groomed.
When BB nominated Asif Ali Zardari
as her successor, was she acting as
Shahjehan to Mumtaz Mahal? We will
never know. The fact, however, is that
in nominating him BB saved the PPP.
Unlike the martyred Bhuttos, who
include the younger siblings, Asif Ali
Zardari has not been touched by
charisma. He has decided to rule in the
name of the Bhutto sandals that he has
shrewdly seated on the party throne.
Even if he tried he would not be able to
ride roughshod over others in the party,

who are at least his peers if not senior to
him. Zardari and his peers will come
under great pressures from the masses
below. These pressures will grow with
time. It will not be possible to ignore
them.

The People’s Party has, therefore, the
potential to develop into a mass party of
consensus. It will be ruled by a kind of
constitutional monarchy whose residual
powers will only diminish with time.
These masses, as suggested above, see in
the People’s Party their saviour. They are
however not clear about what will bring
them salvation. They have no clear
vision of what constitutes social justice
and what constitutes their share in a
fuller life. Their goals are not defined
and most of all they have no idea of how
those goals, which are hazy at best,
could be realised. This lack of vision is
not peculiar to the PPP alone. No
political party today has any definite
political agenda. In modern parlance,
the politics of Pakistan has been dumbed
down. The case can however be made
that the struggle for democracy has since
1958 pushed other imperatives into the
background. That should be no
consolation to us, however.

Sooner or later, the PPP will have to
come to terms with the masses; if it does
that should help it to realise their dream
into tangible political agenda.

There are no shallow waters in the
politics of Pakistan. In the first instance,
time is not on our side. 

At this juncture, Pakistan is faced
with myriad problems: virtual
breakdown of law and order, grinding
and worsening economic imbalances
and the many-faceted backwardness
that goes with them, the regional
imbalances and the unrest, particularly
in Balochistan. But these problems are
overshadowed by what is happening
east of Afghanistan. It poses the greatest
threat as yet to the very fabric of the
state. The area has virtually become
ungovernable. 

Our people bordering on
Afghanistan and further east have been
sucked into the vortex of Afghanistan.
The area is doomed to be in perpetual
turmoil as long as Afghanistan is
occupied by the foreign troops.

Afghanistan itself is the outpost of Iraq,
and it is for the first time that Pakistan
has become part of Western Asia,
SEATO and Cento having been non-
starters in that regard. 

However, Waziristan and Swat have a
distinguishing feature. They are
dominated by those who want to
establish sharia and then extend their
mission to spread sharia further afield. It
is this aspect that is most frightening.

Let us be clear about one thing
though. The urge for sharia arises from a
perception of Islam that may be
draconian but at the same time it is by
and large egalitarian. The perception is
rooted in the perceived golden period of
Muslim imperialism. This urge has
gripped large areas of Muslim
communities all over the world,
especially the more backward
communities or states. It is a protest
against the western, particularly
American, domination, and their
corrupt urban collaborators who rule
over them. These masses perceive the
west and their collaborators to be
responsible for all their ills. Islam is not
opium nor is it the sigh of the oppressed.
It is a battle cry. 

However misguided the urge for
sharia may be, the impulse informing it
should not be slighted or trivialised. Its
appeal is almost primordial. The Swat-
Waziristan phenomenon is not going to
go away, in any case not in the near
future. Let us not forget that the Islamist
organisations, ranging from the
innocuous Tablighi Jamaat, to the
Jamaat i Islami and Fazlur Rehman’s
JUI, provide the comforting terrain for
the organised militant minority to
operate in. In fact, they have provided
breeding ground for religious
extremism. Anyone who imagines that a
democratic government will be able to
dissipate the situation in that area is
labouring under an illusion. In the first
instance, a democratic dispensation
needs time to develop. It appeals to
peaceful though restless people. The
Shariatis in Swat and elsewhere however
oppose the western style of democracy.
Their Shoora is a tribal assembly with an
autocrat at the head. The closest to it in
modern forms of democracy is,

ironically, the American presidential
system, despite its famed checks and
balances.  A democratic government in
order to tame them will have to rely on
the military which is already engaged
against them. This will further
strengthen the military, which will then
have the added advantage of enjoying
popular support. A democratic
government may have to make
concessions to the shariatis; in other
words it will have to retrogress more and
more. A depressing dimension of
extremism is their intolerance to dissent.
They can compromise only on their own
terms. In the process they destroy
political culture. They make politics
impossible.

At the same time, they try to impose
their medieval version of law and order
and security and their appeal is not only
to the masses living there but much
beyond Pakistan as they have not seen
anything better. One is reminded of the
Talban times in Afghanistan when some
leftists lauded the Taliban form of social
order for the reason that they had
brought some semblance of order and
justice to the blighted land. The
militancy of the shariatis will only have
to be met with force, and destruction will
only spiral higher and higher. The
Shariatis are doomed on a large time
scale, but they will play havoc in the
middle term.

A characteristic of extremism is that it
breeds further extremism. A new
phenomenon in Muslim
fundamentalism is what I would term
suicidal fundamentalism. The psycho-
analytical evidence aside, the incidence
of this kind of violent extremism cannot
be predicted. Undoubtedly it is a
perverted interpretation of Islam, which
even the most orthodox ulema do not
approve of. It is however sanctioned by
the Islamic activists who are active in
Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan and
elsewhere. These suicides, even more
than the violent jihadis, are driven by
self-righteousness, which brooks no
compromise. They will seek to
destabilise the polity. They are
reminiscent of the shadowy assassins of
the Middle Ages (though they killed
others not themselves). The
assassination of Benazir is only the tip of
the deadly phenomenon. Only
education and meaningful social justice
can lay the ground in which their
fantasies will have the chance to play
themselves out here on earth.

In the meantime, the deadly game will
go on. Balochistan is another flash point.
It cannot be compared to the Waziristan-
Swat syndrome. It is a national or sub-
national struggle for their perceived
rights. Its strategic importance,
especially its proximity to Iran, may
tempt foreign powers to be lured to their
shoes and mountains and terrains. But
unlike East Pakistan, Balochistan is a
small population and its contiguity with

the rest of the country makes the state a
formidable adversary.  It is interesting
to note that in a multi-sub national
state, there are two opposing forces
that are operating at the same time.
While the urge to a common market
tends to act as a centripetal force, the
perceived deprivation of a sub-national
community acts centrifugally. In a
democratic dispensation, the forces of
integration and cohesion get time to
play their role while centrifugal forces
are weakened or are dormant. Under a
dictatorship the reverse is the case. The
sub-national forces in Balochistan are
secular and nationalistic. They are
political forces and can be
accommodated only in a democracy.
Meanwhile, the Pakistan state is like a
groggy drunk lurching from one
mishap to another. It is ruled by a
corrupt elite with the military
establishment at its head. More often
than not we tend to think of the
military establishment as being distinct
from the civil society. It is fallacious. It
is very much part of the civil society. It
will be pitched not only as a force
externally to the civil society but also as
a conglomeration of its own civil
society components against the rest of
the civil society. I need not labour the
point, but I shall insist that while the
restoration, maybe the establishment,
of democracy is certainly a step
forward, the military will always –
well, almost always - remain there,
always in the wings when its presence is
not overt.

Who mentioned Kashmir? What
Kashmir? Of course, Kashmir has been
the determining constant in the
predominance of the military in the
Pakistan polity. But it has undoubtedly
been put on the back burner. However,
I do not foresee any let-up in the
predominance of the military in our
politics. There have been times when it
was believed that the military was no
longer needed by their western
patrons. But soon something like Iran
or Afghanistan happened and the
military got a reprieve. The reprieves
have been in succession. 

It is now people like Qazi Husain
Ahmed, Hamid Gul and Imran Khan
who are talking of a revolution. In the
absence of an organised party or
parties it is difficult to expect a
revolution. There can be anarchy, and
possibly a civil war.

If the situation deteriorates further,
as I have described, the Americans will
move in to save us, particularly to
secure our nuclear arsenal. 
Presented at a meet organised by Campaign
against Martial Law at Khalili Lecture
Theatre, SOAS London

Amin Mugal describes himself as an ex
academic, and ex journalist, living in exile
and working as a freelance journalist in 
the UK
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The first mention of Jews in India
occurs in The Bible (The Book of
Esther) – dating from the 2nd
Century B.C.E.  Due to their
numerical insignificance, Indian Jews
are sometimes unfamiliar within and
without the Indian subcontinent.
This leads one to question whether
Indian Jews are in jeopardy of double
marginalisation? 

(a) in the Indian Context  as they
are a microscopic minority

(b)  in the Context of World Jewry
Their relationship with host

communities has been very cordial
and in the case of the Maharashtrian
Bene Israelis, there have been
instances of inter-marriages with non-
Jewish communities, primarily
Hindus. 

The Jews of India are originally an
immigrant community from West
Asia, the Middle East and Europe;
they have lived and flourished in India
for hundreds of years. Historically,
the Jews came to India as traders.
After the Indian independence in
1947 and the formation of the State
of Israel in 1948, there has been a
mass exodus of many Indian Jews
including the Cochinis, to the
“promised land” of Israel and
subsequently to the UK, US and
Australia. Recently the emigration of
Tribal Jews from Manipur and
Mizoram, in North East India has
been much publicised by the media.
Critics like Nathan Katz and Raja
Rao believe that Jewish emigration
was accelerated by Indian
independence and the uncertainties of
postcolonial India.  

The Jews who remain in India, do
so out of choice and consider
themselves, Jewish and Indian or
“Indian and Jewish” – whichever the
case may be2 .” It is particularly
interesting to note that Indian Jews
have not experienced anti-Semitism,
as seen in other parts of the world.
Over the years, the Jews have
integrated into Indian culture and
made effective contributions in the
fields of literature, journalism,
entertainment, commerce and
community affairs.  

The Jews of India can be
broadly divided into 4 major
groups:

• Bene Israeli 
– Children of Israel -(Bombay,
Gujarat, Delhi) – originally from
Persia and Arabia

• Cochini 
(Cochin, Kerala) – originally from

Persia and Arabia and some parts 
of Europe

• Baghdadi (Bombay, Calcutta,) 
– originally from Baghdad

• Tribal Jews - 
Bne Menashe (Manipur and Mizoram) 
– who consider themselves to be one of
the lost (10) tribes, exiled by Assyrian
Kings in 722 BCE.  

In order to understand Indian
Jewishness, one has to understand
India and the existence of the East-
West dichotomy in the Indian Jewish
Context, which has resulted in:
• misinterpretation and mis-
representation of the Indian  Jewish
Context by Western writers
• lack of understanding of and
sometimes lack of respect for Indian
traditions

The Cochin Jews
History
There has been a lot of dispute about
the date of arrival and settlement of the
Cochin Jews in the ancient Kerala port
of Cranganore, as renamed by the
British (Kodungaloor to the Malayalis
or Shingly to the Jews). There has been
a history of trade between the Malabar
(North Kerala – Cochin was then a part
of Malabar) Coast and Israel, long
before the establishment of the Cochin
Jewish community. S.S.Koder3 in a
paper presented in 1965 to the Kerala
History Association traces the history
of Jews in Kerala and states that “ from
the 5th to the 15th century CE the Jews
of Cranganore have had virtually an
independent principality ruled over by
a Prince of their own race and choice.”

There have been many theories
regarding the Cochin Jews.  One of
them being - the first Jews to arrive in
Kerala were said to be part of King
Solomon’s fleet, resulting in the exodus
from Persia in the 5th century BCE.
Another theory is that the Kerala Jews
were descendants of the Jews taken to
Babylon by the Persian emperor
Nebuchadnazar. However, it is widely
believed that the first Jews came to
Kerala as traders, after the destruction
of the Second Temple of Palestine in the
first Century BCE 4.  

Another disputed theory among
scholars is regarding the date of the
copper plates handed by the 4th
Century Kerala Ruler, Cheraman
Perumal5 (Sri Parkaran Iravi Varman)
to the Jewish chieftain, Joseph Rabban,
granting him revenue and land.  Joseph
Rabban was thus made the prince of
Anjuvannam and a Jewish principality
was established in Cranganore in 379

CE. This date is disputed by various
scholars and ranges from 379  to 750
CE.  The copper plates are inscribed in
Vattezhuthu, originally in Tamil script
then prevalent in Thanjavur (Tamil
Nadu), South Malabar and Travancore
(Kerala).  The relationship between
Cheraman Perumal and Joseph
Rabban is illustrative of the cordial
relationships between the Hindus and
Jews, which is still maintained in
Kerala.

The Jews initially settled in Shingly
(Cranganore), which was later
abandoned for Cochin, as a result of
the onslaught of the Moors in 1524
and the Portuguese invasion in 1550.
The Cochin community was
established under the patronage of the
Maharaja of Cochin, Bhaskara Ravi
Varma6 (of Perumpadappu
Swarupam, one of the ruling royal
families of Kerala), who donated land
and property next to his Dutch Palace
in Mattancheri, adjacent to the temple
of his family deity, Pazhayannur Devi
Temple7.   This theme of welcome,
royal patronage and hospitality is a
guiding metaphor for Hindu-Jewish
symbiosis in Kerala. Even in recent
times, the Department of Education in
Kerala, consults the community on
dates of Jewish festivals. Although
holidays are not declared,
examinations are not conducted in
Kerala during these auspicious dates of
the Jewish calendar. 

At present there are only 13 Jews in
Mattancheri and about 50 in
neighbouring Ernakulam.  Most
members of the Cochin community are

over 60 years of age, with the youngest
member being 30.  During my
interviews with the Cochin Jews, I
found that the “promised land” of
Israel, practice of endogamy and
adherence to the Judaic religion were
other reasons for emigration.  When I
asked Yosef Hellegua whether the
Jewish enterprise would not have
contributed towards the current
economic growth of India, I was
caught unawares.  Yosef retaliated with
the question of why I emigrated to the
West and whether I would come back.
While I have no answer to his question,
I reiterate my own. 

Culture
Built in 1568, the Cochin Paradesi
(foreigner) Synagogue is a historic,
cultural and religious site. Presenting a
uniquely Indian image, the synagogue
is built in typical Kerala architecture
with a courtyard and a Dutch-style
clock tower, which has three existing
faces with Roman, Hebrew and
Malayalam numerals. The synagogue
has a sloping red-tiled Chinese roof and
white-washed walls. The layout
resembles that of a Hindu temple with
its Torana (entrance), Pradakshina
Padha (courtyard) and the Garba
Griha (inner sanctum). The Paradesi
synagogue is now declared a heritage
site and falls under the archaeological
and historical trust of India. Hence
photographs are not permitted inside
the synagogue8 .   

As you step into the synagogue, you
are immediately overwhelmed by the
colour and beauty of the flooring,

which comprises of Chinese blue-
willow tiles, every four tiles repeating
a pattern.   Salman Rushdie makes
many references to these tiles in The
Moor’s Last Sigh, a particularly
interesting one is as follows::

Legends had begun to stick to
them. Some said that if you explored
long enough, you’d find your own
story in one of the blue and white
squares, because the pictures on the
tiles could change, were changing ,
generation by generation, to tell the
story of the Cochin Jews…

The highly elaborate interior is
decorated by Belgian Glass and Brass
Chandeliers. The Torah scrolls are
enclosed in the Ark in the sanctuary
of the synagogue, which houses the
two podia symbolising heaven and
earth. The Ark itself is made up
carved teak wood in true Kerala
tradition and painted red with gold
gilding, not dissimilar to many
wooden temple interiors of Kerala.

Nathan Katz in his book - Who
are the Jews of India?9 -  points to a
hereditary priesthood in the
Mattancheri synagogue, akin to the
Brahmanical priesthood of Kerala
temples. However, I was informed by
a Cochin Jew10 that there has never
been a rabbi, appointed or otherwise
in the Paradesi synagogue and
prayers were always conducted by
anyone who knew the rituals.  This
highlights the egalitarian traits in
Kerala society right from the days of
the legendary demon king Mahabali
or Maveli to the modern elected
Communist government11. 

Confluence Anthropology
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The traditions of the Cochin Jews
are unique. Over the centuries, a
number of Hindu customs are said to
have filtered into the Jewish worship
at Cochin. Coconut oil is burnt in
glass tubes, before the Holy Ark.  It is
to be noted that coconut oil is
commonly used in prayer lamps of
Hindu Temples and households in
Kerala. Nathan Katz is of the opinion
that that the tradition of
circumambulation around the
synagogue with the Torah scrolls
parallel the Hindu pradakshina12 of
the courtyard. Although the religious
practices of the Cochin Jews are
syncretic, they do not violate the

essential Jewish principles according
to Mr.Yosef Hellegua, who
emphasised that, “The Jewish
community have had some degree of
assimilation into the Kerala
background and at the same time, we
maintain our uniqueness.” 

In Jew Town, one senses a
wonderful presence of mutual
religious and cultural tolerance,
which is reflective of the bigger India.
This is echoed in the words of
G.G.Salem, “The Hindu prayers,
conch shells and bells of the temple
next door are often heard in the
synagogue and the Hebrew prayers
and the shofar  (Jewish horn) echoes
in the temple courtyard.” 

Around the synagogue, is the
famous antique market of Jew Town.

Considered to be established by Jewish
traders, this market is now run by the
local Malayalis, Gujarati settlers and
other North Indians. The market is a
multicultural mélee of antiques
including Hindu, Christian, Oriental
and Jewish artefacts. The various
temple paraphernalia on sale consists
of stone, wooden and metal sculptures
depicting various Hindu mythical
creatures, in particular mythical
creatures with the Vyali mukha13 . 

Language
The Cochin Jews are fluent in English
and Malayalam.  Hebrew also
contributes to their language

repertoire. The traditional language is
called Judaeo-Malayalam, which is not
written in Hebrew script but in
Malayalam alphabet.  It is considered
the only known Dravidian Jewish
language.  It is actually a dialect of
Malayalam, the language of Kerala. It
contains a large number of Hebrew
and Tamil words. The Malayalam
Scholar from Kerala’s Shree
Shankaracharya Sanskrit University,
Skaria Zachariah feels that Jewish
Malayalam contains many Dravidian
archaisms. 

Some of the Dravidian archaisms of
Jewish Malayalam are of religious
significance and are shared by the
Christians, Muslims and Jews of
Kerala: 

• Thampuran – Lord, master

• Padachavan – Creator
• Sadakan – Doer
• Adiperiyon –  Great beginner
These words signify a sense of

ethno-religious distinctiveness.
However, spoken Jewish Malayalam is
not distinct from the dialect and accent
of Cochin Malayalam.  Again a typical
Kerala phenomenon is observant here,
Malayalam spoken by the Hindus
consists of a large number of Sanskrit
words, Muslims incorporate Arabic
words and Christians  incorporate
Arabic and Syriac words into their
language. 

The Jewish Malayalam songs of
Cochin are as unique if not as well

known as the Mapillapaatu (Muslim
folk songs) of Kerala. They were
originally written by Jewish women of
Cochin and Malabar.   They are sung
during the rites of passage and other
festive occasions and constitute of
Hebrew words, religious signifiers,
blessings, biblical allusions and
prayers. With great difficulty, I
managed to procure a CD of Jewish
songs from one of the local traders. The
disc begins with a dedication to the
Jews of the world and the songs are in
Jewish Malayalam. They follow the
pattern of traditional Kerala folk songs
like Kaikottikali songs. They are a
genuine contribution to Malayalam
and Jewish Literature. Sarah Cohen , a
Cochin Jew and one of the singers ,
said, “It is a pity that the Jewish
Malayalam songs are a dying tradition.
The tradition needs to be preserved.” 

In Conclusion
The Cochin Jews present a celebration
of India and Jewishness. Tolerance and
appreciation have been shown to them
by the ancient rulers and the current
Government of Kerala.  In return, the
Jews affirm their Indian identity. The
Cochin Jews have succeeded in
maintaining the dual characteristics of
Jewishness and Indianness, with no
sense of alienation. Their contribution
to the literature and language of Kerala
and India in the form of Jewish
Malayalam songs is unique. Judaeo
Malayalam is an offshoot of
mainstream Malayalam and
deservedly requires further study. 

In spite of numerous emigrations,
Cochin Jews  take pride on their
Malayali Jewishness. The Cochin Jews
also insist that they carry their Kerala
culture, wherever they go. Nathan Katz
highlights the many traditions of
Cochin Jews that are  still preserved in

Israel.
The Cochin Jews certainly

contribute towards the contemporary
discussions about continuity within the
Jewish world.  They have identified
aspects of both Judaic and Indic
cultures within themselves and have
lived as Indians, preserving their
culture and traditions thus
participating fully in the multicultural
environment of Kerala and the wider
India.  Their culture and traditions
demonstrate:

• an Indian interstitial space in the
world Jewish Community 

• an in-between space within India
of a Jewish identity that has imbibed

the traditions of both cultures.  
The traditions of the Cochin Jews

shed light on Postcolonial Indian
Jewishness that can be considered one
of Jewry’s contemporary issues from
the perspective of establishing
communal identity. Within India, the
Cochin Jewish community subscribes
to the dialogic commitment of the
Hindu majority towards other
religions and immigrant cultures. This
in turn is reflective of India’s long
multicultural history and is very much
relevant in the context of the
postcolonial Indian tenet of unity in
diversity, which describes a sense of
oneness despite differences. 

The Cochin Jews portray a
microcosm of independent India with
all her complexities and developing
cosmopolitan culture.  Their religious
and cultural co-existence and
emigration highlight the attitudes and
ironies of postcolonial India.  Their
Jewish identity is representative of
contemporaneity within a secular
Indian environment.  
This article is based on my research project
on Indian Jews and the Indian Jewish
writer, Nissim Ezekiel and was part of a
paper and Power Point Presentation
made at an International Postcolonial
Seminar, held in the auspices of the
Institute of English Studies, Senate House,
University of London,  in March, this year.
Parts of this presentation were encored at
The Open University Postgraduate
Literature Conference, Camden Town,
London. This research project would not
have been possible without the help of
many kind people in four countries (India,
Israel, Australia and UK) and three
continents. I would like to express my
sincere gratitude especially to the Jews of
Cochin,  the tradesmen and the antique
merchants of Jew Town, Cochin. (Usha
Kishore) 

NOTES:
1. Cochin or Kochi, Kerala , South
India.
2.Yosef Hellegua in an interview
with Usha Kishore.
3. S.S. Koder, “The Jews of Cochin”,
Jewish Welfare Association, News
Delhi, 1999.
4. The dates are highly disputed and
I have used the most agreed dates.
There is also an ambiguity between
CE and BCE in many historical
documents.
5. It is to be noted that Cheraman
Perumal (the King of Cheras) is a
title and does not refer to any single

ruler.
6. The name Bhaskara Ravi Varma is
repeated in history texts. Earlier, the
Cheraman Perumal was also called
Parkaran Iravi Varman. It can be
assumed that this is an ancestral
name of the Royal family of Cochin.
7. The Pazhayannur  Devi temple is
often referred to as the Pazhayannur
Krishna temple by many Jewish
writers, Western and Indian. This
may be because the shrine of Krishna
that is also housed within the main
Devi temple is closest to the
synagogue.
8. The photos of the interior of the
Paradeshi synagogue that
accompany this article are scans
from postcards or from internet
sources.
9. Nathan Katz, Who are the Jews of
India? (California:  University of
California Press, 2000). 
10. G.G.Salem in an interview with
Usha Kishore. 
11. Currently Kerala is ruled by a
communist government.  
12. Sanskrit for circumambulation
The Vyali mukha translated as vyali
face.  
13. The Vyali is sometimes referred
to as the lion, it is a Sanskrit word
that can be translated as crocodile.
The practised multicultural eye
could certainly interpret the Vyali as
a dragon or a sphinx.
14. Sarah Cohen in an interview
with Usha Kishore

Born in Kerala, South India, Usha Kishore
now lives on the Isle of Man. Usha’s
poetry, short stories and articles  have
been published in magazines and
anthologies in the UK, US,  Ireland,
Europe, New Zealand and India.  
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Galle, the port city built in south Sri
Lanka by Dutch invaders in the
seventeenth century, provided the
venue in January this year for the
second international Galle Literary
Festival. This event, dubbed the “No.
1 Literary Festival in the world” by
Harpers Bazaar after its inception last
year, elicited world-wide interest of a
nature that was a welcome change
from the images associated with
violence and ethnic warfare that have
dominated headlines for the last
twenty five years. A nation that
formerly exported English teachers to
schools and universities all over the
world had suffered deep cultural
wounds inflicted by a brand of politics
which had placed expediency and
power-games above the welfare of its
young. Three generations of students
had been cheated of their intellectual
birthright while politicians plotted
and prospered. Amazingly, in a
curious reversal of a downward trend
that had been believed to be
irreversible, an English-language
literature has been gradually reviving
in the island with local writers
learning to abandon their colonial
prejudice, and publishers and
booksellers perceiving that they have
more to give the nation than
Government-prescribed textbooks.

Sri Lanka’s beaches and her
beautiful landscapes have always cast
their spell on overseas visitors. It is
hardly surprising, then, that the Sri
Lanka Tourism Development
Authority and Sri Lanka Promotions
Bureau saw in the 2008 GLF a heaven
sent opportunity for promoting the
island as a tourist destination. As the
Bureau’s Chairman, Mr Renton de
Alwis said, “The Galle Literary
Festival is encouraging people from
around the world to come, see and
experience how much Sri Lanka has to
offer in this treasured island – her
beauty, her history, her culture and
people and of course, her literature.”
How often does  reality deliver on
such promises? January 2008 saw the
opportunity pay off handsomely, to

the joy, not only of writers and readers,
but of hoteliers, restauranteurs and
shop owners all over the south coast
from Galle to Tangalla and beyond, as
hundreds of book-lovers worldwide,
informed about the happenings in Galle
by a constantly updated website,
flocked to the sleepy colonial city from
as far afield as China, New Zealand and
Europe. Hundreds of Sri Lankans,
recognizing a valuable opportunity to
steep themselves in a pleasurable
literary experience, descended on Galle
intent on enjoying once again the
exhilaration of discovering great
literature and hearing it talked about
and read. 

It is generally agreed, among those
fortunate folk who attended both
events, that GLF 2008 has been even
better than GLF 2007 - not merely
because it attracted more participants,
presented a larger number of events,
and ranged more widely (thematically)
than last year's festival, all of which it
did; but because it appears to have leapt
from being the delightful get-together
of literary aficionados in a romantic
setting that it was in 2007, to
generating the authentic joy and
exhilaration of a true festival. It is hard
to explain this in sober language,
because when people say they 'loved' or
'enjoyed' GLF 2008, they use words
such as 'exhilarating', 'uplifting',
‘exciting’, ‘fascinating’, 'pleasure' and
'joy'. They talk about the 'amazing’,
‘thrilling’ atmosphere, the ‘variety’, the
‘vivacity and verve’ of the sessions. One
person who cares enough about books
and carved out the time in her  busy life
to stay the whole five days, compared
GLF 2008 favourably with the
Edinburgh Festival, which had until last
week been her idea of the perfect litfest.
Another spoke of the ‘absolute joy’ she
felt at being able to spend five
wonderful days ‘in a politician-free
zone’. As the curtain fell on the GLF’s
last day, one columnist remarked that
‘the air was still electrified with the
absolute joy of the thousands who got a
rare treat, tasting the finest of
literature’.

Speaking personally, I enjoyed every
moment of it, the sessions in which I
took some part, and those that I
attended as a member of the audience.
Highlights of a varied program of
educational and cultural events
included Vikram Seth, author of A
Suitable Boy, journalist Simon
Winchester and historian William
Dalrymple. Alexander McCall Smith,
creator of that charmer from Botswana,
'Precious Ramotswe', had arrived in
Galle ten days before the Festival began
in order to get some writing done, and
for the benefit of Festival-goers he
unlocked the top secret files of The No.
1 Ladies Detective Agency. McCall
Smith lived up to my expectations of
him as a fine writer, and a truly good
man. (So few 'celebrities' are!) My
husband and I had the pleasure of an
undisturbed chat with him at the
Amangalla (formerly Galle’s famous
New Oriental Hotel).We are both fans
of The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency
and the other books in the series, so
there was a great deal to talk about.
Gore Vidal, with six decades of
distinguished writing behind him,
spoke on ‘The Nature of the American
Empire’, of the challenges posed to
writers and intellectuals by the rise of
today’s ‘imperial’ America: it was a
topic on which he lavished the wit and
insight for which he is world-
renowned, and which he demonstrated
in a quieter, more private manner in the
course of a 2-hour conversation with
my husband on the verandah of the
Lighthouse Hotel. At another session
Brian Keenan, sharing stories about his
five years as a hostage in Lebanon,
moved many in the audience to tears. 

It was good, too, to see the local
scene so well represented at the GLF
2008, with events devoted to the
development of 'Sri Lankan English'
and to discussions relating to language
as a bridge to peace which provided
intellectual support for the
contributions of individual local
authors and the creative writing
workshops held in the old Fort library.

The Festival ran for five days that

were packed with author interviews,
poetry readings, panel discussions,
writing workshops, theatre, children’s
activities, and topical debates on issues
such as climate change and the
possibility of achieving peace through
language, all of it located in and around
Galle’s historic Fort, a UN World
Heritage site that effectively focused
festival-goers’ attention on the region’s
distinctive history and culture. Last
year’s Festival had taken special notice
of the work of Leonard Woolf, British
author of The Village in the Jungle, and
the years he spent as a colonial civil
servant in the Southern Province. This
year’s focused on Sri Lanka’s local and
expatriate authors, among them Jean 

Arasanayagam, Shyam Selvadurai,
Carl Muller, Ashok Ferrey and Karen
Roberts: a shift that foreshadows a
likely emphasis in 2009 on Southern bi-
lingual authors such as Ediriwira
Sarachchandra and Martin
Wickremesinghe. The island’s multi-
faceted culture – and the numerous
outstanding books that have been
written about its various aspects –
offers organizers of such events as the
GLF the opportunity to mount events
based on almost any subject under the
sun. The organizers of the 2008 GLF
were not slow to rise to this challenge,
providing sessions devoted to writing
on such varied topics as travel and
exploration, art and architecture,
lexicography and linguistics, satire and
style, exile and expatriation, creative
writing and publishing, literary
autobiography and journalism, law and
detection, fact and fiction, gay writing
and wild life photography, sports
writing, prejudice and war reporting,
each illustrated by a panel of local and
visiting writers. 

Some attractive features of the
first GLF were repeated the second time
around, among them lunches and
dinners devised and personally
presented by award-winning cookery
writers such as TV chef Sophie Grigson,
Peter Kuruvita, Channa Dassanayake
and Carina Cooper (last year’s popular
choice was the peerless Madhur

Jaffrey). Festival organisers had
worked hard to develop the
community aspect of the Festival with
many free events available, a local
school debating competition, a local
school creative writing competition,
and free passes provided to teachers
from the Southern Province and
university students.

GLF 2007 had been something
of a gamble, an inspired initiative on
the part of its founder, British
entrepreneur and businessman
Geoffrey Dobbs. GLF 2008 was no
gamble at all but a sure bet. Provided
that the safety afforded to visitors and
guests by security police held firm,
provided that Prabhakaran and his
‘Tamil Tigers’ confined their activities
to their ‘traditional homelands’ in the
Wanni and stayed out of the Southern
Province, Dobbs and his carefully
selected team of knowledgeable, open-
minded literary talent scouts were
confident that the second GLF would
be even bigger and better than the first.
They worked with dedication to make
it so, and the Festival’s Director, Libby
Southwell, said she was
“overwhelmed” by the response
received: “From the inspirational,
moving and funny insights of our
celebrated guests, to the wonderful
hands-on opportunities for visitors to
learn about creative writing, take part
in poetry readings or learn about the
architecture and history of the area,
every event has received a fantastic
reaction from our visitors.”

The expense, for a small
country such as Sri Lanka, of
mounting an event such as the GLF, is
so high that careful budgeting and
supportive sponsorship are absolutely
essential. Somewhere, somehow, a
balance must be found between ticket
prices that are too high for the average
pocket and a Festival program which,
when posted on the Web, will offer the
intellectual stimulation which alone
can attract sophisticated, English-
speaking participation from Sri Lanka

Confluence The Galle Literary Festival 2008
“If life is a festival, Sri Lanka is next door to Nirvana.” 
Brian Keenan in Galle, January 2008

January 2008:

When all roads led to Galle
“There is no island in the world, Great Britain itself not
excepted, that has attracted the attention of authors in so
many distant ages and so many different countries as Ceylon.
There is no nation in ancient or modern times possessed of a
language and a literature, the writers of which have not at
some time made it their theme.” 
Sir James Emerson Tennent, Ceylon (1859)
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Gore Vidal, lighting the ceremonial lamp at the opening of the 2008 GLF.  
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and overseas. When audience
numbers unexpectedly doubled over
the weekend as the capital’s party-
goers decided that Galle was the
place to be, to see and be seen, one
newspaper columnist warned that
the GLF ran the risk of being
capsized by kitsch; a second
suggested that Geoffrey Dobbs may
have hit accidentally on the perfect
formula for success in 2009:  since
Sri Lanka’s ‘society’ equates high
‘culture’ with wealth, why not make
it pay for the pleasure of seeing itself
in the ‘society’ mags by putting on
certain ‘exclusive’ – and expensive –
events that would appeal to air-
heads (fashion shows, jewellery
displays and the like) and making the
entire Festival difficult to get to?) A
third, more serious suggestion has
been that as air-heads and egg-heads
have an equal right to attend the
GLF, and this new interest from
totally unexpected quarters might
even result in general cultural uplift,
a 2009 program should be devised
that would cater to everyone’s tastes
and capabilities. As the public
appears to have taken the Festival to
its heart in no small way, no doubt
such uninvited suggestions from the
GLF’s numerous fans will proliferate
in the twelve months to come. 

One of the Festival’s principal
plus points is, quite definitely, its
location. The towering Galle Fort,
dating from the 17th century, and
today the heart of Sri Lanka’s leading
southern city, has proved its value
two years running in this regard.
Combining romance and relevance,
the U.N. World Heritage Fort
provides several excellent venues for
lecture and discussion, massive stone
ramparts from which to view
architecture and learn about history,
shady trees beneath which to sit and
autograph books or, alternatively, to
dream about them over a picnic
lunch. Writers-in-the-making
responded in numbers to the Festival
Committee’s imaginative choice of
the picturesque old Galle Library as
a location for creative writing
workshops. Alexander McCall
Smith’s fans lined up in a queue that
snaked past the tamarind tree
beneath which he sat signing books,
twice around the Hall de Galle, and
out the other side. 

The presence at the GLF of
internationally famous authors is a
powerful attraction, not only to local
readers, but to high-quality visitors
to the island. This has obvious
benefits for tourism, the hotel
industry, and numerous associated
organizations, which have suffered
as a result of twenty five years of
unrest and ethnic violence. The 2008
GLF welcomed Vikram Seth, Gore
Vidal, William Dalrymple,
Alexander McCall Smith and Simon

Winchester, as well as the expatriate
Lankan authors Karen Roberts, Indran
Amirthanayagam and Shyam
Selvadurai. Several new books were
launched by local writers, including
books by Rajiva Wijesinha, Elmo
Jayawardana, Barbara Sansoni and
Jean Arasanayagam. In the previous
year, visiting authors included Marie
Dobbs (the ‘Other Lady’ who
completed Jane Austen’s unfinished last
novel, Sanditon); Kiran Desai (2006
Man Booker Prize-winner); Madhur
Jaffrey, actor and cookery-book writer;
and Victoria Glendinning (biographer
of Leonard Woolf, a British author who
occupies a special place in the island’s
literary firmament where he is known,
not so much as the soulmate and life
partner of Virginia Woolf, but as the
author of Sri Lanka’s first great English-
language novel, The Village in the
Jungle).

The 2008 program, meticulously
worked out to the last minute and
second of the Festival’s life, was a
resounding success, in terms of the
quality cultural experience it delivered
to participants. “What astounded me
about this festival was it seemed so well
established – and yet so fresh,” was
Vikram Seth’s admiring response, as
well over a thousand lovers of good
writing flocked to Galle, confirming the
Festival’s reputation as one of the most
successful events of its kind in the
world. The financial profits made in
January will hopefully, with help from
sponsors, guarantee a third GLF in
2009. This year’s program offered twice
as many events as last year. Fringe
events such as an exhibition looking at
the lives of 80 people who live in the
Fort, cookery workshops, a special
programme of events for children and a
venue devoted to the work of
environment groups raising awareness
about issues such as climate change also
proved popular. Many of the volunteers
were young Sri Lankans from schools
and universities, who would have
welcomed the special concessions
offered to students buying tickets. One
visitor who had come to Galle from
Hong Kong said it was “the best-
attended and the best organized event I
have ever attended. The line-up of
speakers was just phenomenal, and the
buzz at all the venues and all around the
Fort was absolutely magical. There was
just so much choice, and you didn’t
want to miss anything because the
quality was so high.” 

From the educational point of view,
especially as regards the future
employability of Sri Lanka’s school-
and university-going population,
annual events such as the Galle Literary
Festival, which celebrates the English
language in all its multi-faceted uses,
could prove to be a boon. The nation’s
G.C.E. Ordinary Level examination
results for 2006 showed that only 36.82
percent of students who sat the
examination passed the English
language paper. Statistics from the

Department of Examinations showed
that 86 zones out of 92 achieved a
pass rate below 20 percent. Figures
such as these are dismal when it is
remembered that Sri Lanka, a nation
lacking mineral resources such as gold
or oil, finds its resources in its people
and the industries that will drive the
economy forward. The development
of the island’s garment industry, IT,
banking and hospitality industry
(today’s top earners) will depend on
the employability of its work force.
And yet the sad truth is that even
graduates and students who have
done well in their A Levels are
overlooked for many jobs in these
areas because they lack the necessary
skills in communicating in English.
The business community is agreed
that the level of English currently
available among job applicants is, in
terms of quantity and quality, far
below what is necessary for Sri Lanka
to position herself well in today’s
global environment. 

“After 60 years of independence, a
majority of our talented youth still do
not get what they deserve,” wrote
Devan Daniel on the 4th of February,
Sri Lanka’s  Independence Day,. “The
English are long gone and we
celebrate today, but we have thus far
failed our children in many ways, one
of which is our failure to teach them
English.”

The reasons for this situation are
many and they are manifold. The
nation today is not unified but
fragmented. Language policies of the
past, together with a 30-year conflict,
have created bitterness in people’s
minds and forged separate identities
based on language differences. This
situation has been accentuated by the
fact that each community has, over
three generations, been forced by law

to study exclusively in its own language.
Education, which should have been a
catalyst for unity, emphasized
differences by making specific language
streams cater to specific ethnic groups.
The local element in the GLF’s
audiences includes  numerous adults
who learned Sinhala or Tamil, with no
common base for interaction or
communication. English, which could
and should have provided that common
base was prevented from playing that
useful role by the fact that the language
policies governing education robbed
the nation of its English teachers who,
seeing the writing on the wall as early as
1958 and realizing that it was not in
English, migrated in large numbers to
countries such as Britain, Australia,
Canada and the USA, where their
children would be guaranteed an
English-language education.

Their exodus diminished the
nation’s expertise in English and with it,
naturally, its hold on knowledge at any
kind of sophisticated level. Worst of all,
English  had become a factor for
division (referred to as a kaduwa, or
“sword” by people disadvantaged by
their lack of competence in it)  and the
English language, when  well taught
here (usually for a high fee at an
International School), continues to be  a
social marker, distinguishing the ‘haves’
from the ‘have nots’. 

The GLF organizers recognize the
English language as a key to cultural
enrichment and literary

pleasure, and select Festival guests,
activities and topics in the light of that
recognition. There’s nothing wrong
with that. But, in the national  context,
their attitude is  a naïve one.  Sri
Lankans who are fluent users of English
today regard their own command of
the English language either as a
passport to an outside world of

economic opportunity unavailable
to them here, or as a marker of their
social and intellectual superiority to
the ‘have nots’ in their community. 

Bedevilled by the politics of
language, Sri Lanka has been
prevented for 50 years from either
developing the linguistic expertise it
had in the 1940s or seeing in her
school-leaving students the stature
and confidence that a knowledge of
English can bring its citizens.
Obviously, a literary festival cannot
repair in five days the damage done
in fifty years, but the wide range of
the GLF program, which takes in
art, architecture, theatre, poetry,
spirituality, travel and many other
areas of interest, demonstrates that
English books are available to
everyone on every imaginable
subject, providing at the same time
an annual opportunity for people to
encounter and enjoy the English
language as it is written and spoken
today by world-famous writers and
by local writers of quality.

It should be mentioned, too, that
despite the damage done to the
nation’s education system by the
errors of past governments, and the
loss over many years of a great deal
of pedagogic expertise, Sri Lanka’s
English-language writers have
battled on, and have created a small
but valid literary milieu in which
writers, editors and publishers
manage to make a living, while
book clubs and writing workshops
keep the  flickering flame of literary
activity alive. The GLF gives
English-language writers and local
publishers a chance to come out of
their isolation, to discuss common
interests and problems with
experienced overseas professionals,
to measure their skills and abilities
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The Galle Literary Festival 2008

Nury Vitttachy and Alexander McCall Smith relax between workshops.



presented from English translations of
Sinhala and Tamil writing, including
that of Sri Lanka’s eminent Sinhala
novelist and essayist, Martin
Wickramasinghe. 

The next step, for an organization
committed primarily to the enrichment
of Sri Lanka’s cultural life through
celebration and development of
English, but interested in reaching out
to writers who work in the island’s
other languages, is to explore the
further possibilities of translations.
With 2009 in view, the GLF committee
is already working with Festival partner
Sri Lanka Telecom to fund translations
of two still-to-be-decided works from
Sinhala and Tamil into English, of
selected English works into Sinhala and
Tamil, and of selected Tamil works into
Sinhala and English.

“The Festival has a stronger
community focus this year,” said Libby
Southwell, the Festival’s Director, “with
local school children involved in
preparing for a debating competition, a
number of teachers from the Southern
Province invited to attend and then
share their experiences with other
teaching professionals and pupils, and
sixty university students being given
complimentary passes to attend.” 

As an author and literary editor, and
for many years a University teacher of
English Literature, I deeply appreciate
the enlightenment and varied pleasures
that English brings with it. I have found
it a joy to be intimately involved in both
2007 and 2008 with a Festival that
openly celebrates the diversity of the
English language. The Galle Literary
Festival could turn out to be a great
event not just for Galle but for the
whole of Sri Lanka. This year’s Festival
was, above all, a celebration of the use
of the English language, written, heard
and spoken. It focused on the ways in
which language and communication

help improve educational
opportunities, stimulate debate and act
as a force for change.

Sources:
Galle Literary Festival 2008 Sri Lanka:
www.galleliteraryfestival.com 
Rajpal Abeynayake, ‘Barefoot literature
comes in sarong wrap’, Lounge, in Lakbima.
20 January 2008.
Prasad Abu Bakr, ‘Literati light up Galle’, in
Daily News , 19 January 2008, p. 17. 
Ranga Chandrarathne, ‘Sentinel stars of
letters converge in the enchanting Port city
today’. In Artscope, Daily News, 16 January
2008, p. 15.
Devan Daniel, ‘English will bring
development’. Financial Review, The Island
4 February 2008.
Smrti Daniel, ‘All set for the literary party’, in
Sunday Times Plus, 6 January 2008.
----- ‘Lit Blitz’, in Sunday Times Plus, 20
January 2008.
----- ‘All abuzz for second literary festival’, in
Sunday Times Plus, 23 January 2008
Nilma Dole, ‘Dazzling Literati shine at the
Galle Literary Festival’, in Sunday Observer
Magazine, 27 January 2008. 
Brendon Gooneratne, ‘Serendipitous
Encounter: An unexpected meeting with
Gore Vidal’, in Sunday Island and Sunday

Observer, 27 January 2008.
Zacki Jabbar, ‘Galle Literary Festival can help
overcome difficult language situation’, in
Sunday Island, 20 January 2008. 
Koluu, ‘The Literati and the Glitterati’, in
Daily Mirror, 18 January 2008.
Sachitra Mahendra, ‘A Festival of literature
in Galle’, in Arts Scope, Daily News, 9 January
2008.
Oranea Mendis, ‘The Galle Literary Festival
2008’. Personal communication. 
Risidra Mendis, ‘Sri Lanka’s literature on the
world map’, in The Sunday Leader, 27
January 2008
Steve A. Morrell, ‘Sensational reality of Sri
Lankan English unearthed in Galle’, in
Sunday Island, 27 January 2008.
‘Nan’, ‘Flashes – Galle Literary Festival’, in
People & Events, Sunday Island, 27 January
2008.
Jayashika Padmasiri, ‘Historic Galle fires
writers’ imagination’, in Eye, The Nation, 20
January 2008.
Anthea and Simon Senaratne, ‘The Galle
Literary Festival 2008’. Personal
communication.
K.S. Sivakumaran, ‘A Literary Festival in
English at Gaalla’, The Island, 23 January
2008.

Indeewara Thilakarathna and Ranga
Chandrarathne, ‘A Change of Skies and
change of directions’, in Sunday Observer,
3 February 2008, p. 32.
----- ‘Global talents and remarkable
events’, in Artscope, Daily News, 23
January 2008.
----- ‘A Change of place in Galle’, in Sunday
Observer, 27 January 2008.  
Poornima Weerasekara, ‘A retinue of star-
studded authors line up for the literary
extravaganza of the year’, in Daily Mirror,
18 January 2008.
-----‘Thrills and spills of the Galle Literary
Festival 2008!’ in Life, Daily Mirror, 23
January 2008. 

Emeritus Professor Yasmine
Gooneratne, novelist, poet and 
literary critic, Patron of the 2008
Galle Literary Festival and of the Jane
Austen Society of Australia, is a
Trustee of the Pemberley
International Study Centre in
Haputale, Sri Lanka. . Her latest
novel, The Sweet and Simple Kind
(2006), has been longlisted for the
International IMPAC Dublin Literary
Award. 
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against theirs, and to enter if they can,
the global literary community.

Planning is already in progress for
the 2009 Galle Literary Festival. All
the strengths of the earlier Festivals
are to be developed, while some
initiatives that were tried out for the
first time in 2008 with good results,
are likely to be built upon in
interesting ways. 

One such initiative relates to
language. Pursuing its aim to
strengthen community perceptions of
the many uses of English, the 2008
GLF set itself to observe, on the one
hand, how English functions as a link-
language between communities and
ethnic groups; and on the other, to
study the ways in which, in its rapidly
changing and developing
manifestation as ‘Sri Lankan English’,
it performs as the language of fiction
and poetry. Sri Lanka’s literary
heritage, in both Sinhala and Tamil, is
rich and deep, and not a few of the
island’s authors who work in English
have already made the pilgrimage
back to beginnings in order to enrich
their own writing. A very well
attended session on ‘English in Sri
Lanka’ was featured on the Festival’s
very first day, at which Michael
Meyler, author/editor of the first
dictionary of Sri Lankan English,
discussed with Richard Boyle, the
Oxford English Dictionary’s Sri
Lankan English consultant, the use of
English and its nuances in
contemporary Sri Lankan culture and
writing. In successive sessions,
throughout the Festival, some of the
island’s internationally known local
authors were invited, singly, in pairs,
and in panel discussions at which
questions from the audience were
invited and answered, to disclose their
experiences of ‘The Writing Life’ and
‘The Voice Within’, and readings were

Workshops in progress

Workshops in progress

Vikram Seth at GLF 2008
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Confluence Book review   
Reviewed by Antara Datta
"Chakravarti’s work is a rare literary feat, unmatched yet in Indian writing in English"

Bengal at the turn of the 19th century
is admittedly one of the most potent
sites of the emergence of nationalism,
conflicts around issues of caste,
women’s education, social reform
and modernity. Vernacular Bengali
literature captures this moment of
history with vividness but it is only
with Aruna Chakravarti’s aptly titled
novel, The Inheritors that this
historical experience has been for the
first time, articulated in all its
complexity in the English language. 

Chakravarti’s novel is epical in
scale as it traces the historical shifts in
cultural and political sensibilities
over a period of almost a hundred
years.  In terms of structure, the novel
moves back and forth in time that
creates a context of critical distance
from both the past and present. As
the title of the novel suggests, the
novel is primarily about the
relationship between tradition and
modernity and the inheritance of a
difficult past that comes to a post-
colonial author only in fragments,
stray memories and disjointed
narratives. The novel is meta-
fictional and begins with
Monomohini, a writer in the work,
deciding to delve into her familial
past, to understand her place in the
world she inhabits. But this past is
revealed to her in fragments, in half
sentences, that she realizes she can
complete only in the act of
constructing a narrative. The novel
eventually becomes for the author, an
act of remembrance in the widest
sense, an attempt not only to write a
personal, family memoir but a
narrative about an important
moment in history, a memoir of
civilisational decline. 

The novel traces the complex
history of a Kulin Brahmin family in
Bengal in the dying days of the
nineteenth century. The story opens
in the ritual- bound household of
Nyayaratna Bishnupada Deb
Sharma, scholar of great repute who
is an uncompromising traditionalist.
Chakravarti’s work exposes with
remarkable deftness and poignancy
the tragedies that an unflinching
adherence to tradition brought to
several lives that find little mention,
or remain merely statistical figures,
in the records of official history. The
figure of a Kulin Brahmin Scholar is
the subject of much valorization in
traditional Bengali narratives.
Chakravarty’s interest , however, is
to reveal the sacrifice that this
attractive, disciplined, principled
observance to tradition demanded,
chiefly from the women of these
illustrious families of high-caste,
scholars. Through the characters of
Radharani, Nyayaratna’s daughter, a
young widow and a mother,

Chakravarti demonstrates the plight of
high- caste widows in 19 century
Bengal. The character of Radharani is
unforgettable as she moves from being
her father’s favourite child to a young
widow relegated to the margins of her
own house. The resistance to the cruel
rituals of widowhood in this context,
Chakravarti indicates, is permissible
only in madness, and repressed female
sexuality can find expression only in
communion with a divine lover.
Radharani’s inability to cope with the
demands of tradition and her
unconscious subversion of the same is
shown in her madness, her imaginary
conversations with Nature - (which
becomes a substitute for a
companion), and her ultimate self-
annihilation. The shocking death of
Radharani drives away her young son
Shibkali from the tutelage of his hard,
unrelenting grandfather to the city,
where he is immediately
accommodated in an affluent family
because of his Kulin lineage. Shibkali is
married to a reluctant Giribala, the
daughter of the house and what
follows is a tale of frustrated ambitions
and a life-time of suppressed anger.
The story moves on to tell the life-
stories of Shibkali’s children and their
varied trajectories - Shashishekar the
oldest son and the conventional
choices he makes, the radical younger
son and his failed idealism and
political engagement, and most
importantly - Alo-Shibkali’s daughter
who is a victim of her husband’s
depraved sexuality. The novel,
however, does not make a neat
separation between conformism and
deviance. Shashishekhar clearly
emerges as a modern in his attitudes to
women’s education and regressive
traditions even though he chooses to
refrain from engaging in nationalist
politics directly. The novel illustrates
the ceaseless conflict between tradition
and change and shows the irony of
how the burden of inheritance falls
heavy on both trajectories.

The most interesting story in this
chronicle is Alo’s narrative. Alo’s life -
narrative is articulated in her private
journal where she records freely her
childish desires and her attempts at
understanding the difficulties of an
impending adulthood. Alo’s act of
writing her life-story can be seen as a
radical attempt at giving voice to
women’s experiences that have gone
unrecorded or remained suppressed in
mainstream histories of societies and
nations. Alo’s journal becomes the
central narrative peg for Monomohini
who discovers that she has perhaps
inherited her choice of vocation, her
desire for self-expression, from Alo,
her aunt. Alo’s journal, however, is
unfinished. And it is up to
Monomohini to complete her story.

Alo is trapped in a sexually
exploitative marriage where she is
forced to trade herself for the sexual
perversities of her husband. This
relationship exposes the depravities
that are concealed under the veneer of
respectability and tradition. Alo
revolts against her situation through
silence and quiet resistance. The
discovery of Alo’s story enables
Monomohini to enter those aspects of
her familial past that have been
deliberately silenced. It is finally a
narrative of discovery and

reconciliation as the novel ends with
Monomohini visiting her ancestral
home where she hears voices that only
she can understand. 

Structurally, the narrative alternates
between the present and the past,
documentary evidence and individual
dreams, conventional aspirations and
repressed desires. The novel is a
complex rendition of individual lives
caught in the cusp of apocalyptic
change. But most importantly, what
the novel is able to construct is an
archive of memories, desires,

repressions, and tragedies of an
entire community marching towards
an undefined, unfamiliar modernity.
Chakravarti’s work is a rare literary
feat, unmatched yet in Indian writing 
in English. 
Penguin India, New Delhi, 2004.
Pages: 365. Price: Rs.295

Antara Datta teaches English Literature to
undergraduates in Janki Devi Memorial
College, Delhi University. She is currently
working on her doctoral thesis on
contemporary travel writing.

The Inheritors by Aruna Chakravarti
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Confluence Book review   
"The eighteen essays contained in this volume create a vibrant space that compels us to look at ‘home’ from a renewed perception."
Usha Bande

Home, both actual and conceptual, is
a highly emotive term/place. Seminal
to the sense of belonging, home
emphasizes a physical as well as
psychological necessity and in the
Maslowian “hierarchy of needs” it
can get prime position as catering to
all the three basic needs – physical,
emotional and spiritual. The book
under review Interpreting Homes in
South Asian Literature is an attempt
to delineate the representation of
“home” in literature: literally as well
as figuratively. As the blurb suggests,
the book is about the search for a
“location where the self is ‘at home’.” 

The “Introduction” to the volume
is both precise and concise. The
editors have taken pains to focus on
the notion of home from various
angles so as to contextualize it within
the realm of literary presentation
without negotiating or compromising
its literal meaning to and significance
for our life. A neat distinction
between “house,” a “brick and
mortar” structure and “home,” a
physical, emotional, metaphysical
and psychological necessity, is
followed by a brief reassertion that
literature “takes on the burden” to
shape the concept and give it an
aesthetic form. Literature builds a
house and a home with words. With
shifting locations and melting
boundaries in the present globalized
milieu ‘home’ has acquired a multi-
layered meaning. Such facts have
been aptly explored by the editors,
laying the foundation of the critique
where many disciplines converge with
literature, simultaneously defining
and redefining cultural identities
beyond the space called ‘home’. 

Understandably, the book places
the critiques of partition narratives in
the first section and reverts to it once
again in the last essay. Partition of
India is often viewed as “cracking
India,” a term used by Bapsi Sidhwa;
partition led to dividing homes and
hearts; it also signified loss of security
and home for millions on both sides
of the border with no possibility of
retrieval of the lost space. Debali
Mookerjea-Leonard’s discussion of
three short stories: Rajendra Singh
Bedi’s ‘Lajwanti’ and Ramapada
Chaudhuri’s ‘Angapali’ and
‘Karunkanya’, veers round women’s
lives for whom partition meant not
only homelessness but also
annihilation of the ‘self’ that was
lodged in the secure place called
home. Debali takes an all-inclusive
view of the ideological concepts that
concentrated on “manhood,
nationhood and ideal citizenship” (p.
10) and relegated “womanhood” to
suffer for national honour and
patriarchal values. Another angle to
the loss of home is provided by Anjali

Gera Ray in “Adarsh Nagar Diyaan
Galiyaan: At Home in a Resettlement
Colony” which hints at a significant
fall-out of the refugee situation – if the
dispossessed and homeless feel insecure
and uncomfortable in their new
environ, the original residents too feel
uneasy and unsafe with the onslaught
of the new-comers. Thus, loss of
private space is on both sides.

How does one “translate” the past
to carry it to the present? This is the
question Sukrita Paul Kumar raises and
answers in her paper “Translating India
as the Other: Partition and After.”
Examining the process of assimilation
of the past and the present in Intezar
Hussai’s Urdu novel Basti and Joginder
Paul’s Urdu novella Khwabro, the
scholar opines that homelessness
generates existential angst. It pains the
protagonists and their creators to
realize that what was ‘home’ once –
India – is now the ‘Other’. In the
postcolonial, post-partition situation,
the very idea of writing (off) the nation
is frustrating.

This discussion is carried forward by
Muneza Shamsie who gives an
overview of English writing from
Pakistan. Partition created
geographical division but its political,
historical and psychological impact
was enormous. The writings of Shahid
Hosain, Moniza Hashmi, Bapsi
Sidhawa, Kamila Shamshie and a few
others, most of them diasporic, bring to
the fore the question of Pakistani
identity. This is reflected in the use of
language, the exploration of ethnicity
and the historical realities (of
Partition). Many who lived in pre-
partition India, like Bapsi Sidhwa, are
divided between memories of India as
home and the reality of Pakistan as
home.

Home in the diasporic situation
stands at the intersections of being
‘unhomed’ (a la Homi Bhabha) and
being comfortably ‘homed-in’. As such,
the notion of home becomes a much
contested concern in diasporic
literature. Part II and III of the present
book are, therefore, exclusively
devoted to it.  Migration generates a
psychological void which the authors
convey through language. The two
essays on Sri Lankan literature: one by
Sharanya Jayawickrama and the other
by Charles Sarvan juxtapose the inner
realities with the outer environ to
illustrate how the authors build homes
with linguistic material and how the
outer socio-cultural-political realities
affect the inner realities and make one
homeless. Jayawickrama concentrates
on Funny Boy and Sarvan on Funny
Boy and “The Garden Party.” 

‘Home’ for A.K. Ramanujan, is a
mythical space with dream-like quality.
Ramanujan’s poetry shows an intensity
of his longing for home with an

intensity of imagination. In his paper
“Subsuming the ‘Nation’ within
‘Home’: A Study of A.K. Ramanujan’s
Poetry,” Niranjan Mohanty argues that
through the richness of his creative
language and inwardness of his
experience Ramanujan is able to
appropriate/assimilate his own identity. 

Literature creates homes with
language and language is important for
the formation of one’s subjectivity.
Psychoanalytical studies have
established that the acquisition of
language begins with maternal
nourishment. Despite postmodern,
post-structural theories that have
invested language with the burden of
abstractions, the creative writers
instinctively intertwine language, body
and the self. The focus of the paper
“’Mouhwork’ …” is on language and
the body. Using the theories of Julia
Kristeva and Maud Ellmann, the paper
highlights the significance of language
for diasporic writers who are
entrapped within three languages: the
mother tongue, the acquired language
(English in most cases) and the body
(the corporeal home).

In the current globalized scenario,
can we really label narrative/writers as
South Asian or Diasporic or Sub-
continental, particularly when the
historical and political exigencies and
transference in terms of geographical
and linguistic boundaries make
complex the notions of home, identity,
language and writing? Mridual Nath
Chakraborty grapples with this issue in
“Will the Real South Asian Stand Up
Please…?” Pradyumna S. Chauhan
also focuses on the significance of
language to understand how the use of
traditional indigenous myths with
contemporary myths, and techniques
like subversions and interplay of
memory make the concept of home
much more postmodernist in temper
and contents in the works of Naipaul,
Rushdie and a few others.   

The unease of ‘homelessness’ is also
obvious in the works of women writers
both diasporic and those living in India
(home). Discussing the works of seven
Hindi women poets, Lucy Rosenstein
in her paper “Not a Home” pinpoints
that these poets (or their persona) are
‘homesick’ in their homes; to them a
restrictive place traditionally called
‘home’ is a prison; and many would
rather break free  from the suffocating
patriarchal norms, though that is well
nigh impossible. This view of
domesticity, patriarchy and women’s
desire and creativity has strong feminist
overtones. Similarly, in “No Nation
Woman…”. Bidisha Banerjee takes
count of Jhumpa Lahiri’s Mrs Sen to
underscore the existence of oppressive
gender bias and the failure of women to
form their subjectivity even in the so-
called liberated environ of the Western

world. 
Nation is also ‘home’ in a broader

sense. The author’s anxiety about his
‘national home’ can be imparted
through his characters’ fears and
anxiety. Pamela Lothseich attempts a
psychoanalytical interpretation of
Surendra Verma’s play Draupadi. She
reads the undercurrents of
uncertainties in the protagonist’s
psyche as consumerism and
westernization grip the society. But one
cannot negate social changes because
change in any dynamic society is a
recurrent process. Rosinka
Chaudhuri’s paper beautifully bears it
out. Weaving historical and
sociological changes with literary
representation she maps the significant
links between the drawing room décor
and Nationalist sentiments in Bengali
fiction from 1830 to 1930. This change
heralded women’s entry into the male
precincts of the drawing room,
signifying a considerable leap in
blurring the public-private binary.

“Construction of Home in the Amar
Singh Diary…” is a broad-based study
of home in the context of colonialism
and empire. Amar Singh, living on the
border of the British and Princely India
is torn between two cultural norms and
his diary demystifies his vision of the
public/private space. Relevant extracts
from the diary entries illustrate the
critic’s argument.  

The last section of the present
volume – Part VI – offers a national and
international angle to the idea of home.
Vibha S. Chauhan contends that
‘home’ is a complicated and multi-
faceted concept; homes are not only
segregated on the basis of castes/class
but they also have gendered-divisions.
The public/private dichotomy exists in
homes too as in outside society. Homes
have boundaries and marginalization
and these create identities, ideologies
and the dynamics of ‘home’. 

Interpreting Homes is, in fact, a

beautifully done book, not only in
production but also in its contents.
The editors have taken pains to put
together the essays systematically and
give the readers food for thought.
Neatly divided in six parts, the work
tries to look at the concept of home
from different angles: how does the
loss of home continue to rankle even
after sixty years of partition; how do
home and gender relate with each
other; what is it to be away from
home and be “unhomed” despite
having a home? In fact, the eighteen
essays contained in this volume
themselves create a vibrant space that
compels us to look at ‘home’ from a
renewed perception. The binaries of
home/house, ghar/makan (in Hindi),
and ghore/baire (in Bengali, as the
‘Introduction’ to the book states)
focus on the private/public
dichotomy as also the location-
dislocation concerns. ‘Home’ is a
place we take so much for granted
that we hardly ever think of its
importance to our psychological
existence till we are divested of it –
may be by external changes or inner
void.  

The volume, besides discussing
‘home’ as a socio-cultural space/place
has dexterously looked at
postmodern, postcolonial, feminist
and other related concerns, and
behind the apparent simplicity of the
title there lies a vast territory that the
editors have ingeniously opened up
for further exploration. That lends an
added merit to the work. One more
observation: what about ‘home’ in
autobiography and travel literature?
Maybe the editors contemplate
including these two genres in their
next venture. And that gives us a good
reason to await yet another volume. 
Dr. Usha Bande, till recently Fellow, Indian
Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla, was
on the faculty of English Literature in Govt.
College for Women, Shimla. 
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Confluence Book review 
"The strong virile rhythms of bhangra have influenced the popular music and dance of mainstream British popular culture."
Reggie Massey FRSA

This amazing book comes as a breath
of fresh air to a critic like me who has
spent decades studying subjects
pertaining to Indian classical music
and dance. Shastriye sangeet and
Bharata Natyam have been my
interest areas, but since the bhangra
genre is part of Punjabi folk culture, I
welcome this first book on British
bhangra most heartily. The following
is from the chapter on Folk Dances in
my book India’s Dances: Their
History, Technique and Repertoire:
‘Throughout Punjab, the Land of the
Five Rivers which lies on either side
of the India-Pakistan border, the
virile Bhangra is danced on all festive
occasions and particularly after the
kanak, wheat, is sown. The lively and
often lusty songs tell of the pleasures
of life and the heroic deeds of lovers.
The Gidda is like the Bhangra but
danced only by women. At the tail-
end of this dance the girls form up
into pairs; and then holding tightly
on to each other’s hands, with arms
outstretched, they spin at great speed
to the accompaniment of loud and
fast songs. This is the Kikli which is
known to every Punjabi peasant girl.
A much slower dance is the Karthi in
which both men and women
participate.’ 

Let us not forget that the strong,
virile rhythms of bhangra have
influenced the popular music and
dance of mainstream, that is white,
British popular culture. Dr Rajinder
Dudrah who is an academic at
Manchester University’s Film and
Media Studies Department as well as
Head of Drama writes: ‘Bhangra has
really forged a path for itself through
the years and nowadays it is
commonplace to hear its influence in
many mainstream songs such as the
remixed version of ‘Mundian To
Bach Ke’, which has leading hip-hop
artist Jay-Z’s rapping on it. Clearly
British bhangra music has evolved in
the UK from its folk beginnings in the
Punjab. I simply wanted to recreate
the journey bhangra has embarked
on over the years and I hope the end
product is an experience worth
sharing with others… I also believe
young people who are into British
Asian music but perhaps are unaware
of the history and importance of
bhangra music since the 1960s and
70s would appreciate this book.’

I am aware and acutely conscious
of the importance of bhangra in the
early 60s. Them were the bad old
days when young men from the
Punjab toiled round the clock in
Southall and the Black Country and
the only catharsis they resorted to
was the bhangra. Bhangra, if I might
suggest, had an important
therapeutic role about half a century
ago. Maybe, Dr Dudrah could

consider directing some of his students
to research this particular and unique
aspect of bhangra. It kept 

young Punjabis, mainly Sikhs from
the rural areas, sane in the  freezing
cold and                                                     

unrelenting rain of that era’s most
unwelcoming Britain. Now, of course,
the scenario is vastly different. To be
Asian is to be cool or ‘kool’. Asian
millionaires proliferate and curry has
become a British national dish.  British
universities are full of Asian
academics. At one time, I remember, if
even a red-brick university accepted an
Indian or Pakistani (who already had a
master’s degree from India or Pakistan)
as an undergraduate student it was
considered a big deal.

But back to bhangra and this
interesting book. There are seven
chapters: Old Skool Bhangra, The Live
Music Scene, Album Sleeves, The
Representation of Bhangra in the
British Media, Women in Bhangra,
Bhangra’s DJ Culture, and Bhangra
Now.  The Foreword by Ammo Talwar
is lively and full of facts, and the
Introduction titled Drum‘n’Dhol by
Rajinder Dudrah celebrates
Birmingham’s status as the capital of
British bhangra.

The big names such as Achanak,
Apna, Anari Sangeet, Bally Jagpal,
Bhujhangy, DCS, Jassi Sidhu, Hard
Kaur (I do like that name !), Safri Boyz,
and many, many others are recorded
for posterity. Also, the key record
labels, studios and distribution
companies such as Oriental Star
Agency, Nachural Records, Envy
Roma Music, and Moviebox Records
are given the recognition and praise
that is their due.

The Bibliography and Index are
very useful but what is remarkable is
the book’s production. Boy Chana, Ian
Reynolds, Designer Bharat Patel,
Punch, Birmingham City Council and
the Heritage Lottery Fund have to be
congratulated. 

At weddings, birthdays and festivals
such as Baisakhi the call ‘Chak De
Phattey !’ is invariably heard.  The
frenzy of dancing feet accentuated by
the bhangra beat of the Punjab will

BHANGRA Birmingham and Beyond

Apace Indian, 1990 (above), Apna Sangeet - Bhangra Rajab (below)

always lift the floorboards and mash-
up the dance floors.
(Published by Birmingham City Council
Library & Archive Service)
ISBN 0-7093-0256-8
Reviewed by Reggie Massey FRSA
Reginald Massey is poet, author, and critic
of The Dancing Times, London. His latest
book INDIA: Definitions and Clarifications,
(ISBN: 978-1-870518-95-6) was launched
at the Nehru Centre, London in September
2007
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terror’ sponsored by the U.S has
made matters worse. The net result is
the institutionalisation of a culture of
intolerance and hatred in civil
society, all of which sanctions wilful
disregard of basic civil liberties by the
state.

It is generally agreed that the
context in which human beings can
make their own histories is that of a
just state which constitutionally
guarantees core moral rights: the
right to life, the right to freedom, the
right to equality, and the right to
justice. From these four moral rights,
stem other rights. Therefore, the fifth
core moral right is the right to assert
rights. For instance, the precondition
of the right to life is not only the right
not to be tortured or killed, but also
the right to subsistence. And the right
to equality generates the right not to
be discriminated against on grounds
of culture. Institutionalisation of
these rights leads to some degree of
peace; disregard for these rights
invariably leads to discontent. Today
in a world that is teeming with
conflict, it is relatively easy to
interpret peace minimally; as the
absence of conflict even if this comes
at the price of justice, the kind of
uneasy peace that prevails under
authoritarian military rule for
instance. But this kind of peace is
illusionary, because discontent and
anger continue to simmer under the
surface, likely to erupt in often
violent forms when push comes to
shove. Enduring and strong peace
can only be built when states are just,
and when civil societies are tolerant
of plurality of beliefs and
commitments.

Yet whatever be its claims to
democracy, states possess an
inexorable will to power, and
invariably trample on the civil
liberties of their people in the name of
some ‘common higher good’: for
instance, the nation. Therefore,
citizens have the right to protest and
to engage in civil disobedience. The
question is whether in the face of
deep discrimination, a group has the
right of secession? The issue is
serious, because the demand of
secession is not akin to other forms of
civil disobedience or even revolution.
Civil disobedience and revolution
occurs within the jurisdiction of a
state, against a government, and
presumably for the creation of
democracy. Secessionists are neither
interested in battling coercive state
power or in expanding the realm of
freedom for themselves and their
fellow beings through continuous
and sustained struggle. Secession is
about opting out of the state, as well
as opting out of obligations to fellow
beings that do not belong to the
group which claims to hold this right.
Further to secede is to take away a
portion of the territory of the original
state, its natural resources such as
minerals, plants, reservoirs,
infrastructure such as the built

environment, factories, automobiles,
houses, educational institutions, health
clinics, parks, cinema houses, theatres,
houses of worship, and wealth which is
invariably the product of the labour of
people living in other parts of the
country. Secession also takes away the
people residing in the territory,
including those who do not wish to
secede. 

It is the taking away of territory that
adds a qualitatively different
dimension to secession.  To say this is
not to suggest that territory per se is
sacrosanct, the issue is different. It is
true that secessionist claims involve
first and foremost, disputed claims to
territory .But territories are not
inhabited only by one group, most
territories are plurally constituted.
Which is the group that has the most
pressing claim when it comes to
secession? Which of this group has the
right to be called ‘the people’ which
have the corresponding right of self-
determination and secession? 

Consider the state of J and K, which
is both multilingual and multi-
religious. This is the outcome of
specific historical processes; of the way
different regions were cobbled
together to constitute a state, which
was sold to Raja Gulab Singh of
Jammu in the last decades of the
nineteenth century.  According to the
2001 census, the population of Jammu
and Kashmir totals 10.01 million, of
which Muslims form 66.97 percent,
Hindus 29.63, the Sikhs 2.04 percent,
and Buddhists 1.2 percent. Whereas
the majority of the state is Muslim, this
section of the population mainly lives
in the Valley and in two districts in
Jammu. Hindus predominantly live in
Jammu and the foothills. Punjabi
Muslims dominate Poonch, and
possess a different linguistic identity to
that of fellow Muslims in the Valley.
Buddhists live in Leh, and Kargil is
dominated by Shia Muslims, who are
again distinguished from the
predominantly Sunni Muslim
community in the Valley. Gujjars,
Bakkarwals, Kashmiri Pandits,
Dogras, Ladhaki Buddhists, also
inhabit the state.  Yet as one author
points out, in the context of the
Kashmir issue, populations of the non-
Valley regions rarely figure
prominently in national awareness, or
in public debates.

No collective will in Jammu & Kashmir
Though several Kashmiri leaders in the
Valley have expressed the desire to set
up a state of their own, problem is that
several groups in the state have not
only resisted the demand for secession,
but also expressed the desire to be
firmly integrated into the Indian
Union. In Ladakh for instance, in the
aftermath of the contested accession of
J and K to India in 1949, the president
of the Ladakh Buddhists Association
presented a memorandum to Pandit
Nehru, pleading that in case the
plebiscite yielded a wish to accede to
Pakistan, Ladakh should not be bound

by this decision. The Buddhists in
Ladakh would rather be governed by
the Government of India, or be
amalgamated with Hindu majority
regions in Jammu, or join East Punjab,
or be reunited with Tibet. In 1952 the
Ladhaki leaders sought federal status
for the region, so that the relationship
of Ladhakh to J and K would be the
same as that of J and K to India.
Ladakhi’s had always been uneasy
with the policies of the Abdullah
government in Srinagar, because they
felt that institutionalized
discrimination against the Buddhists
by the Abdullah regime had resulted in
decline of the temples, non-transfer of
the Zanskar area to Leh, the
imposition of Urdu in Ladakhi
schools, and lack of development aid.
The Ladakhi Buddhist’s had begun to
carve out a separate identity for
themselves in the 1930s when a
movement against the arbitrary rule of
the Maharaja had been initiated in the
Valley, but in time, they began to
construct an identity of a nation which
had a distinct language, race, and
culture, and which was more
connected with the Dogras of Jammu
than the Kashmiri Muslims. For these
reasons, when in 1989, the Kashmiri
population in the Valley began to
agitate against the state government;
the Ladhakhi Buddhists began to
agitate for union territory status under
the direct control of the central
government. There are significant
parallels, writes Van Beek,‘ between
the ways in which Kashmiri militants
regard their relationship with India,
and that in which many Ladakhis
perceive theirs with
Kashmir…Ladhaki autonomy
movement leaders look upon Kashmir
as their colonizer’. 

In Jammu, the predominantly
Hindu community had always been
uncomfortable with developments in
the state. The perception in Jammu
that the Valley Muslims were more
politically significant for the
Government of India than other
groups; that the land reforms initiated
by Sheikh Abdullah deprived Hindu
landlords of land without giving them
compensation, that the Abdullah
government imposed Urdu on
different linguistic communities, and
that it did not do enough to
rehabilitate Hindu and Sikh refugees in
1947, led to resentment. And it was
precisely this resentment that was
tapped by the Hindu right, first in the
form of the Praja Parishad which
fought against article 370 in the Indian
Constitution which gave to J and K
semi-autonomy, and then by the
Bharatiya Janata Party, the
parliamentary wing of the religious
right.

Therefore, if some Muslim leaders
in the Valley continue to assert that the
state should either accede to Pakistan,
or become independent, the people of
Ladakh and Jammu, fearing Muslim
majoritarianism, demand firmer
integration into the Indian Union. In

May 1995, the Congress government
in New Delhi gave to Ladakh a degree
of control over its affairs by creating
autonomous councils in Leh and
Kargil, and an inter-district council to
promote coordination and communal
harmony. This was resented by the
Valley and in 1999 the report of the
Regional Autonomy Commission set
by the National Conference
Government of Farooq Abdullah,
which recommended the restoration of
autonomy to J and K leaving only
defense, external affairs and
communication with the central
government, also recommended the
abolition of Ladakh Autonomous Hill
Council, and rejected the proposal that
J&K should be divided into multiple
provinces. New Delhi opposed this
proposal on both counts. Devolution is
a controversial issue, and ironically
whereas the Muslim leadership calls
for either independence or restoration
of regional autonomy, it opposes the
grant of sub-regional autonomy to
other groups. 

In sum, there is no collective will on
secession when it comes to the people
of J and K. The other alternative is to
argue that the right of secession
pertains to the Valley alone, because it
is this region which is the centre of
unrest. But though the Muslim
community forms an overwhelming
majority of the population in the
Valley, historically the place has been
home for the Kashmiri Pandits, and the
Sikh community as well. In the wake of
the 1989-1990 popular uprising in the
Valley, 95 percent of the valley’s
150,000 to 160,000 Kashmiri Pandits
were forced to leave their homes and
their work places under coercion by
jehadi groups. Two militant groups the
Jaish-e-Muhammed and the Lashkar-
e-Taiba, had targeted the Hindus in the
Valley by direct threats, poster
campaigns, the use of Islamic slogans
during processions, and declarations in
the newspapers that J and K was
poised to be an Islamic state. Despite
the fact that the Kashmiri Pandits form
a minority in the Valley, a justified
assertion of the right to secede cannot
ignore other groups who see the
territory as their homeland. If these
groups have been compelled to leave
the territory, will the exercise be
democratic? But to bring back the
Pandits, as well as the moderate
Muslims who have fled or who have
been compelled to leave the valley, is an
impossible project. In sum, social,
linguistic, religious, and cultural
pluralism in Jammu and Kashmir
makes a reasoned defence of the right
of secession practically impossible. 

Secession is a corrective right
This is not to suggest that secession can
never be a right. It is to suggest that
secession is a corrective right; a right of
the last resort, when everything else
has failed. The human costs of
secession are so high that most political
theorists refrain from giving secession
the status of an absolute right, such as

the right to dissent. But this
presumption against secession only
obtains if the state demonstrates the
political will to effect major changes
in the policies that led to discontent in
the first place. A key factor in
evaluating the claims of secession is,
thus the willingness of the state to
negotiate, to reverse historical
wrongs and compensate for them,
and to afford a degree of meaningful
self-rule to the separatist group.
Governments have choices when it
comes to secession, they also have an
incentive: the good will of the
international community which
increasingly shows zero tolerance
towards violations of minority rights,
the desire to be seen as legitimate, the
desire to be seen as possessing the
capacity to hold together its own
people, and above all the desire not to
be seen as a failed state or as a crisis
state because it is unable to reproduce
the conditions of its own existence as
a territorial entity.

What can be done?
For plural societies, ethno federalism
is a desirable option for five reasons.
One, it permits people who have
different conceptions of the good life
to maintain and develop their own
cultures. This dissipates anxiety that
their identities are under threat.
Secondly, ethno federalism, by
decentralizing power and control
over resources to local populations,
gives them a stake in the system.
Thirdly, ethno-federalism allows for
the reconciliation of the national as
well as the regional principle, because
devolution of power and
decentralization of control over
resources is part of a larger
democratic pact institutionalised in
the constitution and the rule of law.
Fourthly, ethno federalism is the best
way to balance diversity and national
interests. If people place great weight
on identities, institutionalized
structures to safeguard identities may
be more stable.  Fifthly, ethno-
federalism ensures that grant of
autonomy takes place within a
democratic political community
which encourages groups to
negotiate with each other and
address each other in meaningful
ways. 

It is time that the Government and
the people of India compensate the
people of Jammu and Kashmir for
historical wrongs. and for violating
the pact which brought the state into
the Indian Union. It is time that the
Sri Lankan government and people
do the same. Too much blood has
been shed for reasons that are
morally irrelevant: nationalism, or
territorial integrity. Most important
is the well being of our own people. 

Prof. Chandoke is on the staff of  the Dept
of Political Science, University of New
Delhi. The above is abridged from a talk
given at the SOAS, London.
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